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-- Choosing Battlegrounds: ---- Interest Group Lobbying Across Multiple Venues 

THOMAS T HOLYOKE, GEORGEU-IIHIUGTOUUUI\E R V T ' ~  

!lost research on the 1obb)lng strategies of organized Interests IS xenue speclfic Yet organized Interests fre- 
quentl) lobb) In man) different kinds of institut~onal Lenues, often on a slngle Issue I delelop and test a 
model of the decls~on to lobb) in one ~ e n u e  o ~ e ranother on a specif~c issue Included in the model is the 
impact of opposltlons from opposing interests In a particular Ienue, a factor that has not been considered In 
past research I test the model 1~1th data from Inten iexs uith 1obb)ists for groups that sere  act11 e on the issue 
of financial modernization betueen 1997 and 1999 1 find slgnlficant arlation In the amount of lobb~ing per-
formed b) d~fferent organlzatlons on thls issue In different lenues, expectations of opposition from other Inter- 
ests are a slgnlflcant factor in the declslon to lobb) in a g i ~  en \ enue 

Why does an interest group decide to lobby in one 
institutional venue, or set of venues, but not 
another? Do the lobbymg strategies of allied and 

opposing interest groups influence this decision, and, if so, 
how? Too often the choice to lobby in a particular venue has 
been treated by scholars as a given rather than a strategic 
choice. Yet lobbyists themselves frequently speak of design- 
ing their advocacy strategies as if they were preparing for 
war, carefully selecting battlefields that play to their 
strengths at the expense of their enemies. The history of 
almost any issue reveals an ebb and flow of lobbying activ- 
ity by interest groups from one venue to another. For 
instance, in the mid-1990s banking interests pursued efforts 
to reshape the nation's banking, finance, and insurance laws 
for the modern marketplace almost exclusively through reg- 
ulatory agencies. By contrast, interest groups representing 
the insurance and investment industries, fearing the emer- 
gence of a new market biased toward banks, retaliated by 
pushing the conflict into the courts. Only after their defeat 
in the Supreme Court did the latter industries carry the fight 
to Congress. Even there, battles were fought in several law- 
making venues. Some interests concentrated on the House 
and Senate Banking Committees; others pinned their hopes 
on the House Commerce Committee and on floor action, 
where their opponents had less of an edge. 

Models of lobbying that focus on the provision of infor- 
mation and other resources to lawmakers in return for influ- 
ence would likely explain venue shopping simply as a deci- 
sion to lobby where the group has access. But the example 
above suggests a more complex decision. I argue that com- 
petitiveness among interest groups shapes expectations of 
success and failure withln an institutional venue, giving lob- 

KOTE: I would l ~ k e  to thank Rory Aust~n. Steve Balla. Chris Deer~ng. 
hlarie Hojnacki. Eric Lawrence. Beth Leech. Lee Sigelman, and Paul 
\\ahlbeck for comments at various stages of this research An carl~er ver-
sion of artlcle \$-as presented at the Annual hlectlng of thc hliclnest Politl- 
cal Sc~cncc Assoclat~on. Chlcago. 2000. 
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byists an incentive to pick their battlegrounds with greater 
care than resource exchange models would suggest Draw-
ing on data collected from interviews with lobbyists active 
on the financial modernization issue from 1997 to 1999, I 
test a set of hypotheses regarding the impact of the presence 
and strength of competitor and allied interest groups on 
groups' decisions about where to lobby and how intensely 
to lobby when multiple venues are available. 

Building on a foundation laid by an earlier generation of 
researchers (e.g., Truman 1972; Milbrath 1963; Bauer, Pool 
and Dexter 1963), scholars have learned a great deal about 
how interest groups gain access to members of Congress 
(Hansen 1991), target legislators in committee (Hojnacki 
and Kimball 1998), and build support for their positions on 
the floor of Congress (Smith 1984). This work has pro- 
duced debates as to whether organized interests lobby 
unsympathetic legislators (Austen-Smith and LVright 1992; 
1994) or stick with their allies (Baumgartner and Leech 
1996; Kollman 1997; Leech and Baumgartner 1999). Look- 
ing beyond Capitol Hill, we know how groups lobby regu- 
latory agencies through the filing of public comments 
(Kerwin 1999) and service on advisory committees (Balla 
and LVright 2001). U e  also know that interest groups try to 
influence Supreme Court decisions by submitting amicus 
briefs (Caldeira and LVright 1988, 1990) or by sponsoring 
cases (Olson 1990; Epstein 1991; Scheppele and LValker 
1991). In other words, the constitutional separation of 
powers and the growing decentralization of government 
declsionmaking (see Heclo 1978; Deering and Smith 1997) 
have created a multiplicity of venues lobbyists may target 
even on a single issue. But how do Interest groups decide 
which venues to lobby when many are available?' 

In the~r  study of the el-olut~on of po11c)- Issues and the ~nfluencc of polit- 
~ca l  actors n-ho support these Issues, Baumgartner and Jones (1993). 
d r a n ~ n gon Schattschneider (1960). demonstrated how organized Inter- 
ests shift their lsiucs from one declslonmaking venue into another 



The prevailing model of decisionmaking by lobbyists 
emphasizes an exchange between the resources organiza-
tions have to offer and the influence lawmakers can provide 
them. Assuming that lawmakers lack the resources to gather 
intelligence on the intricacies of policy proposals and con- 
stituent opinion, scholars from Milbrath (1963) onward 
have cast organized interests as suppliers for this demand. 
By providing information on constituent views (Hansen 
1991; Austen-Smith 1993) and technical aspects of policy 
(Kingdon 1984), as well as financial contributions (McCarty 
and Rothenberg 1996; LVright 19961, lobbyists gain access 
to, and develop relationships with, lawmakers, permitting 
them to wield influence over the development of public 
policy If this resource exchange model captures the critical 
factors underlying a lobbyist's decision-making process, 
then venue selection may be a relatively trivial question. 
Interest groups will simply target all venues where they have 
exchange relationships. 

Yet this focus on the attributes of the interest group-law- 
maker connection ignores the lobbying decisions made by 
other organized interests, both friends and foes. One reason 
for this oversight may be that not all scholars accept the 
notion that interest groups regularly interact with each other. 
Broune (1990), for instance, argues that interest groups tend 
to retreat into exclusive issue niches kvhere they are the sole 
advocates for an issue rather than work in dense communi- 
ties where multiple groups are struggling to make a mark. 
Yet Laumann and Knoke (1987), Heinz et al. (1993), and 
Nownes (2001) find considerable interaction among interest 
groups on many issues, and recent research on alliance 
building by interest groups (Hojnacki 1997; Hula 1999) 
demonstrates that group interaction is an increasingly 
common fact of life. Instead of finding issues to call exclu- 
sively their own, such studies suggest that on many issues 
many interest groups are involved simultaneousl~: Indeed, a 
recent analysis of Lobbylng Disclosure Act data by Baum- 
gartner and Leech (2001) sho\~rs that there are at least two 
interest groups involved in the vast majority of issues. 

If multiple interest groups are trying to influence the same 
policy, then individual lobbyists may well be concerned 
about the positions taken by their colleagues, particularly 
those representing positions contrary to their own. More 
importantly, they are likely to pay close attention to the 
capacity of their competitors to persuade lawmakers and will 
shape their own strategy to counter these attacks as effec- 
tively as possible. This type of strategic behavior, where 
actors condition their decisions on expectations of their 
peers' behavior, has been studied in Congress (Shepsle and 
LVeingast 1987; Krehbiel 1998) and the Supreme Court 
(Maltzman et al. 2000), but rarely in interest group research. 

through the cxpanslon and re-definlt~on of conflict 7111s IS not the Issue 
I address In this artlile Baumgartner and Jones descr~be a process of 
ihanglng jurisd~ct~ons where Issues are handled over a lo11g perlod of 
tlme. I dlscuss how lobbyists declde In which venues, out of the many 
a spec~fic pollcy must pass through to become l a x  they will focus thelr 
advocacy cfforrs. 

Only Austen-Smith and LVright (1994) model lobbyist 
behavior as a response to actions by another group, but their 
results are limited to cases where an opposing organization is 
openly seen lobbying a friendly legislator. Yet this type of 
strategic behavior might be manifested at various decision 
points, including venue selection. Furthermore, a strategy 
developed in anticipation of the actions of allied and oppos- 
ing interest groups may very well produce outcomes con- 
trary to those predicted by the resource exchange model. For 
instance, when an organization has multiple allies, a lobbylst 
may choose to advocate in a venue where he or she lacks an 
exchange relationship, relylng on allies' contacts to gain 
access. Similarly, expecting fierce opposition from other 
interest groups may dissuade a lobbylst from targeting a 
venue if the relationships the group's competitors have with 
legislators there are stronger than those enjoyed by the group 
itself. Instead of lobbying, the logical course may be to hus- 
band resources and fight in another venue. 

COMPETITION, ALLIANCES, AND V L 4 ~ 1 A ~ 1 0 N S  IN LOBBYING 
INTENSITY 

Intuitively, greater competition should decrease the 
probability of lobbying in a venue, and coalition support 
should increase it. Yet as Ainsworth and Sened (1993) point 
out, organized interests play to more than one audience at a 
time, placing counter pressure on the lobbyist. Apart from 
how they deal with lawmakers and other interest groups, 
lobbyists must also take into account the desires of their 
group3 members. Furthermore, the actual pressure these 
audiences exert is likely to vary over the life of an issue. This 
means that lobbyists must consider not only which audi- 
ences to play to, but ~vhich is the most important to please 
at a given moment. Because each venue contains a different 
set of government officials, the quality of the relationships 
between a group3 lobbyist and these policymakers is likely 
to vary from venue to venue. For the same reason, the 
capacity of competitor and allied groups to wield influence 
should also vary from venue to venue. On the other hand, 
the desires of a group's membership may not change as dra- 
matically, nor are they likely to depend on the capacity of 
the lobbyist to be influential in a venue. For example, the 
pressure that individual bankers place on the American 
Bankers Association to lobby for deregulation is not llkely to 
depend on whether ABA enjoys influence in a particular 
venue or how intensely consumer interests are lobbying. 

The potentially conflicting pressures stemming from the 
need to react to these different audiences may ensnare the 
lobbyist in a Catch-22. Because it might appear Irrational for 
a lobbyist to spend time and resources lobbying in a venue 
where he or she does not have any realistic chance of chang- 
ing the direction of legislation, the sensible decision would 
be to select an alternative venue. Yet at the same time, pres- 
sure from the membership, especially when an issue is 
highly salient, may give the lobbyist an incentive to be seen 
working in as many venues as possible. After all, to be caught 
not lobbying when a critical issue is being considered might 



create an impression of shirking, angering members and 
even costing the lobbyist his or her job. One lobbyist inter- 
viewed for this study recounted an occasion when a col- 
league was marginalized by board members for apparently 
ignoring a critical issue even though he had little chance of 
effectively lobbying against it. A logical solution when a lob- 
byist must lobby but does not wish to waste finite resources 
because the likelihood of success is low is to vary the inten-
sity of lobbying. Instead of wasting resources in a futile effort, 
advocates may instead choose merely to go through the 
motions, engaging in pro-forma lobbying through visible but 
low-cost activities such as testifying before a committee, 
urging members to mail postcards to legislators, or running 
ads in the Wash~ngton Post. This means that rather than 
simply deciding whether to lobby advocates are making a 
more complex decision. They must first decide in which 
venues they will lobby, and then, for each venue selected, 
they must decide on the intensity of their advocacy Note that 
lobbyists can decide how intensely to lobby in a venue only 
after deciding whether to lobby in that venue at all, and fac- 
tors that affect one decision need not affect the other. 

If this interpretation is correct, then whether an interest 
group chooses to lobby in one or more institutional venues, 
and how intensely it decides to lobby, are at least partially 
determined by the competitiveness of the group environ- 
ment surrounding the issue. More specifically the number 
of other organized interests lobbying for or against the posi- 
tion taken by the organization should shape both decisions. 
For instance, although groups often form coalitions, they 
are more likely to enter coalitions with groups "perceived to 
be 'pivotal' to success" (Hojnacki 1997: 62). In other words, 
a group will be more likely to lobby in a venue when it is 
able to work with a more influential group. Furthermore, 
interest groups are believed to work frequently in coalitions 
in order to cover more venues in their lobbying efforts by 
sharing resources with other members (Hula 1999). A lob- 
byist for the finance industry interviewed for this study 
remarked how it was coordination among allies that allowed 
them to cover all of the legislative bases needed to success- 
fully influence the re-write of critical legislation. Therefore. 

Coalition Hypothesis: Membership in a coalition of interest 
groups will, cetens paribus, increase the likelihood of lobbying 
in a venue. 

Yet coalition behavior is also subject to the influence of 
Olson's (1965) collective action problem. Groups may want 
to lobby to impress members and lawmakers, but unless the 
specific issue being considered in a venue is of great impor- 
tance to its members the lobbyist is likely to shirk from 
taking any intensive leadership role such as spearheading 
the advocacy effort. As Hula (1999) explains, coalition work 
is often more about being seen lobbying than actually influ- 
encing the choice of tactics. So. 

Issue Importance and Coalition Hypothesis: Groups in a 
coalition are less likely to lobby intensely unless the issue 
under consideration in a venue is very important to them. 

The assumption that lobbyists desire to be at least per- 
ceived as active has implications beyond encouraging coali- 
tion membership. As LQlson (1973) and Gray and Lowery 
(1996) have noted, in addition to competition to shape 
policy, groups compete for members. A lobbyist who fails to 
act when the opposition is busy engaging in advocacy risks 
sending a signal to members, lawmakers and competitor 
groups that this organization is unable to defend its turf and 
is therefore a poor investment. Although the active presence 
of a single opponent may have some power to stimulate a 
lobbyist into activity, the effect is likely to be greater, and 
hence more likely to be observed empirically, when multi- 
ple opposing groups are working in a coalition. So: 

Opposition in Coalition Hypothesis: When its opposition is 
working in a coalition in a venue, an interest group is, ceteris 
paribus, more likely to lobby In that venue. 

Instead of being allies, other interest groups may actively 
oppose a group's position on an issue. The effect of this 
opposition on the choice to lobby and on the subsequent 
choice of intensity depends on the opposition's credibility. 
An opposing group without the capacity to translate its 
opposition into a serious counter-lobbying effort is unlikely 
to be an effective deterrent. In fact, given that an interest 
group is conscious of the image it projects to lawmakers, 
other groups, and its own members, the mere presence of 
opposition should make an interest group more likely to 
lobby Again, to be seen not lobbying might be taken as a 
sign of weakness, damaging the groupk reputation as a force 
to be taken seriously and encouraging members to look 
elsewhere for representation. Therefore: 

Opposition Hypothesis: The presence oj  opposing interest 
groups, or a coalition ofgroups, should, ceteris paribus, make 
it more likely that a group will decide to lobby in a venue. 

The opposition's negative effect also manifests in the lob- 
bying intensity choice, but only when it is seen as credible. 
For instance, when its opponents enjoy access to decision- 
makers in a venue, a lobbyist should be more likely to 
reconsider the wisdom of spending precious resources by 
engaging in a full-scale lobbying campaign. As the odds of 
victory diminish in the face of an opponent's strength, the 
appeal of mounting a pro-forma advocacy effort to placate 
members and demonstrate continued interest in the issue 
should increase. As an insurance lobbyist recalled from the 
financial modernization debate, the banking lobby was so 
deeply entrenched in the Banking Committee that the only 
practical option was for insurance to save its big guns for the 
Commerce Committee where banks would be in less 
friendly territory. So. 

Opposition with Access Hypothesis: IJ  an opposing inter- 
est group enjoys access, then the decidinggroup should, ceteris 
paribus, engage In more proTforma lobbying. 



The .'opposition with access" hypothesis assumes that 
the deciding interest group lacks sufficient resources of its 
own to counteract the access of its opponents. In other 
words, it should hold only if the former lacks the capacit) 
to fight back effectively If  the deciding interest group also 
enjo),s access to la~vmakers within a 1-enue. it should ha1 e 
the means to lobby effectively in the face of strong and cred- 
ible opposing interest groups. Therefore: 

Access and Opposition H),pothesis: I f  cln oigcini:cd i11rt.i--

t'st hcis ciict'ss In ci \,cl-ute, ~t shouiti bt. inow iii:cl~ to l o b b ~  
intensel\; t ' it>n i ~ h e n  opposing gl-oups cllso iza~,t. ciiccss. 

Access is not the only tool an interest group ma!- ha\ e to 
deter its opponents. As Kollman (1998) finds. grassroots 
advocacy the mobilization of a group's rank and file mem- 
bers to pressure lan-makers. can be effective on hlgh1)-
salient issues. Nonetheless. when opposlng interests decide 
to call out t he~r  members In a grassroots effort to pressure 
lawmakers, an interest group developing its own lobby~ng 
strategy is placed in a difficult position. As \\-hen the oppo- 
sition has access, the group comes under pressure to 
respond in that venue. But i f  lawmakers are responding to 
grassroots pressure. then the most sens~ble response IS like-
wise to utilize member advocacy tactics. Responding n ith 
traditional direct lobbying tactics when the Issue lends itself 
to grassroots influence might appear foolish and \\-eak to 
opposing interests and la~vmakers. damaging the group's 
reputation. But effectil e grassroots adx-ocac) is costll-. and as 
Kollman points out, the less Important the issue to the 
members, the greater the cost of mobilization. Here the 
appeal of pro-forma lobbying tends to break do\\-n; little can 
be gained by attempting some form of posturing through 
grassroots tactics. Instead, the best response is an all or 
nothing approach of either not lobbying or engaging in an 
all-out grassroots effort. Therefore: 

Opposition using Grassroots Hypothesis: I f  cin opposing 
intcwsr g r ~ ~ u p  gr-assi-oots racriis, iizc dccidir~g group uscs 
should, ccicr-is pciribus, be l t iiht'ly to lobby 01 1,1-~1llbut inolz. ~ 

1ii:cly to lobby intcl~sciy $ ii docs choosc to lobby. 

DATAA S D  METHODS 

As Bronne (1999) has noted, each pollc) domain is 
unique in terms of the structure of relationships among dif- 
ferent actors and the processes these actors hare de\ eloped 
to influence polic) If some domains are more hkel\ to con- 
tam antagonism between groups than others as Heinz et a1 
(1993) found, then studling a cross-section of Interest 
group decisions irrespectne of domain boundaries could 
mask the effects of factors inrolxing the strength of oppos- 
ing interests 

This stud) focuses on the domain of banking and finance 
polic) Banking lam has existed as a distinct area of fedelal 
polic>makilzg since the passage of the National Bank Act of 
1864 The main featu~es of this polic) domain include its 
o n n  landmalk pieces of legislation, four major ~egulatol) 

agencies its o n n  cong~essional committees, and a set of 
case lan precedents (see Ll.illiams and Jacobsen 1995) ' 
This polic) domain also has a long histor) of conflict and 
trade-offs among a direrse arra) of competing interest 
groups The issue of financial modernization \\as by no 
means the first time these interests had clashed ' Broadly 
financial modernization \\as the effort b) the banking 
industr) to allon cross-industr) mergers among commercial 
bankers, insurance agents and under\\ riters, and ma11 Street 
seculities brokels The issue surged to the forefront in the 
earl) 1990s, \\hen federal banking regulators began using 
their authorit) to expand the scope of the business in xhich 
commercial banks and bank holding companies can engage 
\Vhen the courts upheld these regulator) interpretations, 
interests nhose market territor) mas being encroached 
upon tulned to Congress to ensure that if legal barriers 
came donm at least the) \\ ould do so on terms more fax or- 
able than those the bank regulators vere offering After 
)ears of flghting and ioalition building by a multitude of 
organizations, on \ or ember 12, 1999, President Clinton 
s~gned the Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act into law 

In 1999-2000 I conducted semi-structured, on-site 
Intel\ lev s \\ ith interest group gox ernment affairs represen- 
tatlres working on the f~nancial modernization issue I 
selected 31 organizations on the basis of e\idence of their 
pa~ticipation on t h ~ s  issue, such as presenting congressional 
testimon\, filing ciilz~ius Ltlrlcle briefs in tv o major cases, and 
repeatedl) being mentioned as actix e participants in popu- 
lar and trade publications ' These olganizations constitute 

-	 Banking and finance policy is the province of the Office of the Comp- 
troller of the Currency (OCC). the Office of Thrift Supervision ((ITS). 
the Federal Rcserl-c System and the Federal Deposit Insurance Corpora- 
tlon (see Khademian 1996 for more details). The congressioml commit- 
tees with j u r ~ s d ~ c t ~ o n  arc the House Banking and Finance Committee 
and the Senate Bankmg and Urban Affairs Comm~ttce, although prior to 
the 107th Congress. the Commerce Committee in the House has jur~s- 
dict~on ol-er Investing and securities lan- 
F~nancial modern~zation" became a n-hirlpool of man)- issues. such as 

reforming or eliminatmg the fcdcral thrift charter, reforming the Com- 
munit)- Remvestment Act, aff~l~at~ons between investment firms and 
insurance companies with commercial banks, the sharmg of customer 
mformat~on bctn-een corporate aff~l~ates and third parties. the degree to 
uhich banlis can invest in non-financial companies. and the level of 
author~ty the fcdcral government ~vill exercise over trad~tionally state 
regulated insurance and securities activities 

-	 Although this issue has been poppmg up in one fashion or another smce 
Semtor Carter Glass (R-\;i) t r~edto repeal the origmal Glass-Steagall Ail 
(uhich he sponsored) in the 1930s. economic pressures on the banklng 
~ndustry to expand .nlo neTv lines of business became increasingly 
Intense tluc tc the rapidl>- sllrmking share of the nationk assets currently 
held .is clepc~sits in b'1111is Amer~cans haie been investing more of their 
sal-ings in nione>- market accounts. mutual funds or investing 11 directly 
in the stock market (hlaycr 1997), forcing the commercial banking 
industry to push into lines of business trad~tional denled them under the 
National Ba111i Act and the Glass-Steagall Act. The insurance agent and 
underwriting industriss. as well as the \\all Strsst mvsstmsnt and bro- 
kcrags ~ndustries. have resistsd these attcmpts to encroach on the~r  busi-
ncss and h ~ v c  fought b~c l i .  

' Spec~fically,I used stories printed in Co11gi-ess~onal Qucii-tellj. Anieliccin 
Bankpi; Cwti~t VI I IO~ Ti~??fs.CLJ~I??ILIII~J Lfon~toiR~~ni.i.siment and relevant 
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\ irtually all of the major pla) ers at any stage of the dex elop- 
ment of Gramm-Leach-Blile) ' I initiall) sent a letter of 
introduction to the go\ ernment relations official I identified 
through staff listings in U'aslz~ngton Representat~re~ (1999 
edition) After follow-up calls, 26 organized interests 
granted me an inter\ien - The responding organizations 
form a cross-section of the types of organized interests in 
this polic) domain, but are not unique to banking polic) 
Table 1 describes these group t) pes 

In the mterT iex s I asked a serles of close-ended questions 
designed to probe the behallor of these groups In each of the 
15 different xenues vithin all three branches of the federal 
go~ernment I identified as important battlegrounds in the 
delelopment of the lax (see Appendix A for a chronolog)) 
Gnen my focus on nhether a gnen interest group chose to 
lobb) in each xenue and hox intensel), the unit of an a 1,\ sis 
is not the interest group Itself but the group in a particular 
\ enue This means that the number of cases analyzed here 1s 
390 (1 e , 26 groups multiplied b) 15 \ enues) 

Dependent Val-iables 

Because observed behavior, such as testifying before a 
committee, often fails to convey the true relationship 
between lobbyists and la\vmakers, it would be problematic 
to use these as proxies of lobbying intensit).. Instead, I rely 
on the lobbyists' own accounts to indicate the intensity of 
their efforts. I asked them not only what tactics they 
employed in each venue, when they chose to lobby at all, 
but how intense their efforts had been, distinguishing 
among "didn't lobby." "lobbied moderately" (pro-forma lob- 
bying), and "lobbied intensely" and coded on an ordinal 
scale of 0 through 2.8 

stories found In Thi. 1lhsh111gio11Post and U'cill S t i v f t  Journal Tllc trade 
publication Amcnccin Bankpi espcclally prov~decl an cshaustlve l~st  slncc 
~t tracked the Issue on a dally basis and mentioned many organlzatlons 
not necessarily ~nvoll-ed throughout the 11fc of t h ~ s  Issue. preventing my 
1 s t  of organlzatlons from being skewed toward those who participated 
the most. 

" Readers m~ght  suspect that such a sclect~on rule creates a degree of trun- 
cation In the dependent 1-ar~ablcs as groups that m~ght  have lobbled on 
Gramm-Leach-Bliley but chose not to. would not end up belng 
lncludcd However, my focus is on n h ~ c h  venues where chosen for lob- 
byng and the lntenslty of that lobbying, not on whether a group chose 
to lobby at all on thls issue. Furthermore, as a pract~cal matter. it  is 
unlikely that Interest group lobbyists would haw been w~lling to set 
aside valuable tlmc to discuss an ~ssuc  with me that thclr organlzation 
does not feel strongly about 

-	 Or~ginally there were 27 mterv~ews. but one was dropped because the 
~ n d ~ v ~ d u a lI ~ntervlewedwas not directly connected to the ~nterest's lob- 
bylng enterprise and not sure how to respond to spcc~flc questions. 

Thrcc other organlzcd Interests agreed to be ~nten-iewcd, but the psrson 
I desired to ~ntcrl-lew lndicatcd that he or she had recently joined the 
organlzation and was not famlhar n ~ t h  the lobby~ng cnterprlse the 
organlzatlon had conducted on financral modern~zation Finding no 
other lobbyists on staff famll~ar w ~ t h  el-ents. I dec~ded to omit these 
organizations from my l~s t  

"efore asklng these questions, I br~eflydiscussed these answers with the 
mtervlewees so that there was clarlt) as to thelr meaning Initially I 

T.ABLE1 
ORG.ANIZEDI~TERESTSINTER\ B'iIE\\ED THE C O N S T I T U E ~ C I E ~  

THE\ REPRESENT TYPEOR ORGA~.IZXIO~.AL 

Number of 
Respondents 

General Group Classification in Category 

Commercial Banking Industry 
(Trade groups representing commercial 
banks such as American Bankers 
Association) 

Thrift Banklng Industr) 
(Trade groups representing s a ~  ings banks 
such as Americas Community Bankers) 

Insurance Lnderwriters Industry 2 
(Trade groups representing the insurance 
Industry such as American Insurance 
Association) 

Insurance Agents Industry 
(Association representing indn idual 
insurance agents such as Independent 
Insurance Agents of America) 

In\ estment and Brokerage Industr) 3 
(Trade groups representing the securities 
brokerage industr) such as Securities 
Industr) Assoclatlon) 

Communit) Relnl estment Ad\ ocates 2 
(Public Interest organizatlons such as 
National Community Relnl estment Coalition) 

Consumer Protection Ad\ ocates 1 
(Member based consumer ad\ ocac) 
organizations such as USPIRG) 

Intergol ernmental Organizations 4 
(Representing state go\ ernment officials, 
both elected and appointed, such as the 
Conference of State Bank Super\ isors) 

Other 4 
(Other in\ o l ~  ed organizatlons such as Credlt 
Lnlon National Association and corporations 

such as Cltibank) 

Total 	 26 

In order to see the variation in lobbying intensity as well 
as get a sense of where different "sides" in the financial 
modernlzatlon debate lobbied most intensely, I averaged the 
intensit). scores of all organizations working in a common 
sector (banking, finance, insurance, intergovernmental and 
consumer interests) and plotted the results in Figure 1 
Clearly the banking industry sustained the greatest intensity 

cxpscted some resistance on the part of those I ~nter l-~enedto being 

boxed Into such a format I d ~ dfmd some rcnstancc, but most intervle- 

wees seemed yulte content to provide an answer. In fact, many under- 

stood the purpose of the format One respondent told me s o  you lvant 

to know when we postured and when we actuall) meant ~ t .  r ~ g h t l 'Thls. 

of course. is the distinction I draw betneen lobbying moderatel!. and 

lobb) lng intensel) 
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of lobbying, dipping down in Congress only when it lob- 
bied the relatively unfriendly House Commerce Committee 
and, rather surprisingly, the final conference committee. 
Two other interesting features also stand out. First, variation 
is somewhat greater in the judicial and regulatory venues 
where many groups, particularly consumer interests, did 
very little lobbying at alL9 Second, the House Banking Com- 
mittee in 1999 and the conference committee were focal 
points for the most intense lobbying. This appears to reflect 
the importance of getting one's priorities in the original leg- 
islation noted by Kingdon (1984) and the power of confer- 
ence committees as final arbiters of legislation (Shepsle and 
Weingast 1987). 

To capture decisions of whether to lobby, I collapsed the 
moderate, or pro-forma, and intense responses to indicate 
whether an interest group lobbied in a given venue coded 1 
or not 0. For cases coded 1 (279 in all), I distinguished 
intense 1 from moderate 0 lobbying. 

Interestingly, when dummy variables for the judicial and regulatory 
venues were entered into the statistical model below, with Congress as 
the omitted baseline variable, neither achieved statistical significance at 
the 0.05 level. They were therefore omitted in the final model. 

Independent Variables 

Most of the predictors in this study are drawn from the 
interviews. Mindful that this type of research design might 
create an endogeneity problem where explanatory variables 
are not entirely independent of the dependent variables, I 
used the Durbin-Wu-Hausman test to check for endogeneity 
bias (see Davidson and MacKinnon 1993).1° Only the indi- 
cator of whether an organization worked in a coalition in a 
specific venue exhibited potential endogeneity bias. This 
variable, drawn from answers to a question in the interviews, 

lo More specifically, since they are drawn from the same source, interviews 
with lobbyists, the independence of the measures may be suspect. 
Although the threat was mitigated by asking questions forming the 
explanatory vanables in a different section of the interview protocol than 
the questionon lobbylng intensity (which were at the end), the Durbin- 
Wu-Hausman procedure provides a more straight forward test for endo- 
geneity bias. Each explanatory variable drawn from the interviews was 
estimated using the other independent variables and the residual entered 
in the final statistical model. If the residual is statistically significant, 
there is endogeneity bias and the true direction of causality must be 
called into question. Fortunately, only the original coalition membership 
variable was significant, and that only at the 0.1 level. 



Standard Minimum Maximum 
Variable Mean Deviation Value Value 

Dependent Variables 
Group Chose to Lobby in the Venue 
Intensity of the Lobbying in the Venue 

Explanatory Variables 

Group Context Lt~riables 
Deciding Interest Group is Part of a Coalition of Interest Groups 
Deciding Group is in a Coalition and Faces an Important Issue 
Total number of Opposing Interest Groups in the Venue 
Total number of Opposing Interest Groups with Access in the Venue 
Total number of Opposing Interest Groups Using Grassroots Tactics 

in a Venue 
Total Number of Opposing Interest Groups Working in a Coalition 

in a Venue 
Total number of Opposing Interest Groups with Access in the 

Venue X Deciding Interest Group has Access to Policymakers 
in the Venue 

Contml Kzriczbles 
Deciding Interest Group has Access to Policymakers In the Venue 
Deciding Interest Group is Affiliated with a PAC 
Number of Government Affairs Staff Members at the Group 
Number of Members in the Deciding Interest Group 
Specific Issue is Important to the Membership of the Deciding 

Interest Group 

was replaced by a new indicator. All of the organizations 
interviewed for this study provided testimony before Con- 
gress, some of them up to four times. Groups working in 
coalitions with others went out of their way to press that 
point home, doubtlessly trying to impress members of Con- 
gress ~ 7 t h  their unity The trade publications covering the 
financial modernization issue used earlier are also checked to 
see if explicit mentions were made of groups advocating in 
coalitions while the issue was in a particular venue. A binar). 
variable was coded 1 for indication of coalition membership, 
0 other~vise. This new variable correlates highly with the old 
at 0.85, but only moderately with the lobby-didn't lobby 
dependent variable at 0.55 demonstrating its suitability as an 
instrumental variable. To test whether groups in a coalition 
are more likely to lobby intensely when a specific issue is 
exceptionally important to them is under consideration, I 
interacted this new coalition variable with a binary variable 
indicating whether during the interview the lobbyist indi- 
cated that the part of the financial modernization bill being 
worked on in a venue was especially important. 

To indicate opposition from other interest groups an 
organization expected to face in a given venue, I asked inter- 
viewees to identify the organizations opposing them on 
financial modernization. I supplemented their answers with 
material from their accounts of their efforts on the issue. 

From this information, supplemented by congressional tes- 
timony and press accounts, it was relatively easy to deter- 
mine which organizations had opposed each group in each 
venue; I totaled all opposing organizations to form the 
"opposition" variable. 

To construct variables testing the hypotheses regarding 
credible opposition, I combined the total opposition faced 
per venue variable with information I collected on opposing 
groups to develop my control variables belo~v, For instance, 
by cross-checking the opposition variable with the variable 
indicating whether a group had access to lawmakers in a 
venue, I was able to calculate the number of opposing 
groups in each venue that also enjoyed access in that venue, 
creating an opposition with access indicator. I used parallel 
strategies to create an opposition in coalition variable, using 
my indicator of whether a group worked in a coalition, and 
an opposition using grassroots variable using an indicator of 
whether the group engaged in grassroots lobbying devel- 
oped below Finally to test the access and strong opposition 
hypothesis, I created a multiplicative term from the access 
and opposition with access variables. 

To gauge the impact of these group context variables, I 
need to take other pertinent factors into account. In partic- 
ular, many of the resources an organization has to draw on 
apart from the strategic context may also influence the 
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hlaximum 
Likelihood 

Robust 
Standard 

First 
Difference 

Explanatory Variable Estlmate Error Effect 

G t o u p  Context 
Group is a Member of a Coalition of Groups Lobbllng in the \enue 
Group is Faced with Opposition From Other Groups In the Ienue 
Opposing Groups are \\'orking in a Coalition In the \'enue 
Opposlng Groups are using Grassroots Tactlcs in the \ enue 

Relations \I l t h  Liiuviliihet s 
Group has Access to La~vrnakers in the Venue 

Otgczn~zat~olziilInf l~icncts  
Issue Under Consideration in \'enue is Imp01 tant to the Groups \lern
Numbel of \Icmbers in the Group 
Size of Groups Go\ernment 'Iffalrs Staff 
Gloup is Affiliated wlth a Polltlcal ,Iction Committee 

bers 

Constant 

\\alci X - and~cat ingthe fi t  of thc ILIII mndcl = 2 2  3 0 ' - , 

Log-l.~l<cl~hoclci(for the f~lll model\ = 2 6 7 90 
Test [of p = 01 to e e  ~f the full t no - i~ '~ge  d~ifcrcnt from runnlng each stage as separate problt models. \XBld x2n~odcl  proci.~ce- result- i i g n i i ~ ~ ~ n t : \  = 

5.83 ' -
Standarci errors adj~lstcd for clusterlng on group identific'~tion code 
X = 3911 for sclcct~cln cquatlcln 
Percentage of obscrvat~ons iclrreitl>- p~c~iictcci by -eleitlon equation = 01 ''2 

Reciuctlon of error in selection eiju,ition = 68'0 
' 13 < Lor = i) i)S 

" p < o r = 0 0 l  
" 13 < or = ~ 1 0 0 5  

likelihood of lobbymg a venue or lobbying it intensely I measured organizational resources on several dimen- 
Accordingly, I control for access in a venue by the decldlng sions. including the number of members (derived from the 
interest group, the staff resources the organization has to 1999 edition of 0r-gani:cztions and Associiitions i n  Washington) 
work on a lobbying campaign. including a political action and whether the organization was affiliated with a PAC. As 
committee (PAC), and the number of group members who an indicator of the level of political mobilization of the orga- 
might possibly be mobilized for grassroots lobbying. The nizationk members. I asked interviewees whether their 
issue importance variable discussed above hvas also entered organiza~ion regularly used grassroots mobilization in its 
as a con~rol variable. The control variable representing a lobbying efforts, coding 1 for yes and 0 for no. Finally, as an 
group's access in a particular venue comes from answers LO indicator of organizational resources dedicated to lobbying, 
a questlon asking lobbyists to identify the venues in which I asked lobbyists how many staff members were in govern- 
they regularly work on the organlzationk issues." I coded ment affairs, including research and public relations. 
responses as 1, indicating access, or 0 otherwise.'' Because both dependent variables are dichotomous. and 

because the distinction between pro-forma versus intense 
lobbyng comes into play only when an organization lob- 

- I  The Supreme Court is excluded slnie the notlon of ha\ ing access to the bled in a given venue, I employ a Heckman two-stage 
Court in a manner similar tcl the nd) access is understood for executive sample selection probit model.13 This method allows me to 
agencles anci the Congress is unwarranted. Interestingli-, one of the lob- 
bysts I interviewed reported thar he reg~llarly plai-s golf w ~ t h  one of the 
1ust1ies of the Supreme Court and discusses legal lssues \tith thar lustlie. generall). not 011 the Issue of financial mclderniratiou speclf~call) lest I 
k t  f,imll~arlty d ~ d  not translate Into sjmpathy from the Court. that conrclunci the relationship betneen '.aciessn anci the venues lobb~eci In 
organiratlon sponsoreci one or the t n o  cases used in this study and lost. for fin'~nci'~l mc~dernlzation In dnsnerlng thls questlon, the lobbyists 

-'I suspected that using the nord  ..access In the qucst~on m ~ g h t  lc,ld the lrequcntly bcgdn talking about venues that were not cclnnected to finan- 
l o b b ~ ~ s ttcl start boasting about 111s or htl~ ~cccss  Irrcipcitl\tl ~ , f v ,hether ci,il mcldcrnration 

' IL ac~uallj- c x ~ s ~ e d ,  ;is I used tiireen dyads Tor each Interest group, the analysls must take so I focused on idenuiylng the \.cnucs In iihlch the 
1ohh)lst normall) tvorked n-lth the a s su~up t~on  inro account differences bettveen groups. not tvithln groups To achlex-e that these are n-here the 
lobhi-1st is illost llheli- to target resources for developing relat~onships. I this I employ the "cluster" feature In Stata 7.0using a group ~dentifica- 
specifically 'I-ked bout those \-enues the lobbi-ist norl,ed in on issues tlon variable 
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hlaximum Robust First 
Likelihood Standard Difference 

Explanatory Variable Estimate Error Effect 

Group Context 
Group is borklng In a Coalltlon and is Facing an Issue Important to it 

in the Venue 
Group 1s Faced ~11th Opposltlon from Other Groups in the Venue 
Opposing Groups have Access to Lam makers in the Venue 
Both the Group and its Opposition ha\ e Access to Lawmakers in the Venue 
Opposlng Groups are using Grassroots Tactics m the Venue 

Reliitlons \I lth La\$rnuiws In tlze Ven~tc 
Group has Access to Lawmakers in the Venue 

Otgczn~zatloniil Infltic~nccs 
Gloup is Affiliated u l th  a Polltlcal Actlon Committee 

Constant 

Obier~~tlclns  111censored b) the selection equatlon = 

V (uncensored clbservanons In the outcome cquat~cln) = 279 
Standarti errors atijusted for cluiter~ng on group ldent~ficatlon code 
Percentage of obierx-at~clns cclrrectl) predicted by clutcorne equation = 67"~ 
Reduct~oncli error In outcome ecluatlon = l(?'',> 
' )>< c11- = [I 03 


- ' 1 ' < " r = O 0 l  

, , p < or = 0.005 


condition the analysis of an observation? intensity of lobby- 
ing, the outcome equation, on whether the organization 
chose to lobby at all, the selection equation 

Olerall the model performs &ell as indicated by the 
IVald goodness of fit statistic in Table 3 The premise 
under1:ing the use of a two-stage selection model 1s borne 
out b j  the second \Vald chi-square statistic, also shown in 
Table 3 ,  lndiiatlng that the obtalned results are significantly 
different from those obtalned b j  estlmatlng each equation 
independently (see Dubln and Rix ers 19891 This ionfirms 
the endogeneit) effect, that 1obb)ing intenslt? is indeed 
conditional on the choice to lobby a1 all The results for the 

l i  It may he s~~sl?ectccl that some of the expianator>- mr~ables. part~cularly 
those drawn from the Intcrne\vs, arc h~ghli- collnlcar and therefore 
'-reate problems for the sta~ldard errors. Partla1 corrclat~ons vcrc run 
on thc 1arlahlc5, rhr h~phest corrclatioil result bcnlp 0.37 betn-een the 
xarwhle md~catlng that both the group and 11s opposltlon hannp 
access and the ar~ablc for o p p o s ~ t ~ o ~ ~  worklilg 111 a coal~tlon. ;ilthough 
colllnear~ty 1s normall>- corlsldered to bc clanperous only ~f rt 1s 111 

escess of 0.8. to be sure I used the \-'~rlance Inilat~oil Test recom-
melded by Gujaratl (1  995)R-here each s~lspcct ~arlablc1s regressed on 
all of the other esplanatory ~arlablcs The R; value 1s subtracted from 
1 and then d~v~cled of 10,multl-lrlto 1. If the result 1s 111 cscess 
colllilcar~ty 1s present. The Y1F for the flrst \-ar~able n-as 2.43. a11d 2 12 
for the second. 

-0.57 0.36 -

decision to lobby stage are presented in Table 3 ,  and for the 
mtensity stage in Table 4. 

The primary results of interest are those pertaining to the 
interactions among in~erest groups. Some hypotheses per- 
tain purely to the decision to lobby, others to lobbying 
intensltp and some to both. The first concerning the deci- 
sion to lobby is that membership in a coalition increases the 
likelihood of lobbying in a venue. As seen in Table 3, groups 
were ~vllling to step out and lobby when other. possibly 
more influential, organizations took the lead. Cetcris pczribus, 
coalition membership incr-eased the probability of lobbying 
by 43 percent. The presence of opposition, either alone or 
in a coalition, also enhanced the probability of lobbylng in 
a venue. Almost certainly the presence of opposition sig- 
naled the importance of the venue to an interest group. 
making it more important to be seen lobbying there. Fur- 
thermore. the fact that this opposition had built a coalition 
did not, in of itself, persuade the interest group that it only 
risked defeat by attempting to lobby On the other hand, 
grassroots tactics employed by the opposition did form a 
somewhat credible deterrent: under this circumstance a 
group was 18 percent less likely to lobby. Unlike the form- 
ing of a coalition by its opponents, the use of grassroots lob- 
bying. largely by organizations representing insurance 
agents and consumer interests in this case. sent a relatively 
unambiguous signal that a heal)--duty lobbying campaign 
was underway and an interest group unready for such a 
challenge might be wise to avoid the fight altogether. 



Factors representing resource exchange and issue impor- 
tance also influenced the decision to lobby in a venue. 
Having access in a venue made it more likely that a group 
would opt to lobby Groups are also more likely to lobby 
when an issue important to their membership was 
addressed in a venue. Even group resources had a positive 
effect on the decision to lobby although in the case of group 
size as measured by the number of members the effect was 
fairly marginal. Affiliation with a PAC. however, increased 
the probability of lobbying, perhaps cashing in on invest- 
ments, by 20 percent. 

Now. what about the intensity of a groupk lobbying 
efforts in a venue? As predicted, facing opposing interest 
groups, ceteris patibus, made a group more likely to lobby 
intensely The negative effects of opposition occurs when this 
opposition was credible. as indicated by its access to lam.- 
makers in a venue where it increased the likelihood of pro- 
forma, as opposed to intense lobbying, by 11 percent. In 
other words, when an organization was confronted with 
entrenched opposition, instead of fighting from a position 
where it cannot match its opponentk access. its lobbyist was 
more likely to posture and give the appearance of actility 
while husbanding resources to fight more intensely another 
day Yet this effect was nullified if the deciding interest group 
also enjoyed access in the venue. As indicated by the positive 
sign of the coefficient for the multiplicative term. the proba- 
bility of intense lobbying increased by 14 percent. offsetting 
the 11 percent decrease just reported. This probably explains 
the dips in the otherwise high intensity lobbying campaign 
of the banking industv seen in Figure 1. Lacking access to 
lawmakers in the House Commerce Committee, bankers 
reverted to more pro-forma tactics. But when the legislation 
came to the House floor, where both sides enjoyed access to 
lawmakers from both the Banking and Commerce Commit- 
tees, bankers again launched a full court press. 

Unexpectedly there is no indication that the use of grass- 
roots tactics by opposing groups affected intensity decisions 
at all. The largest increase in the probability of intense lob- 
bying, however. came from the results for the issue impor- 
tance and coalition hypothesis. Interest groups working in a 
coahtion, but faced with the need to address an issue impor- 
tant to their members lawmakers are considering in the 
venue, were 23 percent more likely to lobby intensely over- 
coming the incentive to free-ride in the coalition by engag- 
ing in pro-forma lobbying. 

Finally, the remaining influences on lobbying intensely 
were mixed. A groups access to lawmakers did not signifi- 
cantly influence the decision of whether to engage in pro- 
forma or intense lobbying.li On the other hand, a PAC affil- 

' j  Because access is not ~ssuc-spec~iic. on a part~cular Issue the leg~slator 
or regulator to whom the group normall>- enlo>-s access may not be able 
to support the group, cncouraglng the l o b h ~ ~ s t  to engage In pro-forma 
lobbying. Regrettably my access \-ar~able cannot capture this nuance. 
lrrcspcct~reof v hethcr the dccls~onmaklngers to n-horn the lobhy~st has 
access arc lntcrcstcd in hclplng. the lobbyist is still under pressure to 
advocate In some manner. v hlch is supported onl7- In stage one. 

iation made it 18 percent more likely that an interest group 
would lobby intensely 

I have identified two decision points prior to decisions 
about whoni and how to lobby Congress, the bureaucracy 
and the Court. The first is whether to lobby in a given venue 
and the second is how intensely to lobby and are interre- 
lated. Almost certainly other choices further down the line, 
such as whom to lobby within a venue, are likewise influ- 
enced by decisions on where and how intensely to lobby. 
Taken together, this evidence points to three general types 
of influences on where interest groups choose to lobby on 
an issue. Pressure from the membership when an important 
facet of the issue is called up leaves the lobbyist with little 
choice but to target that venue, and to do so with maximum 
effort. The access a lobbyist enjoys within a venue is also 
critical in the targeting of an advocacy effort, supporting the 
resource exchange model. But in addition to internal orga- 
nizational pressures and the group's relationship with law- 
makers inside a venue lies another potent force, the array of 
other interest groups concerned with the same issue that are 
also attempting to influence the policy The presence and 
intensity of effort these organizations are expected to put 
forth influence venue selection. 

This may be the stage of the lobbying process at which 
these factors are the most influential. Once an interest group 
decides to target a particular venue, such as a congressional 
committee, it has committed itself to a course of action; the 
dice have been thrown. But when multiple battlegrounds 
are available, as they nearly always are, lobbyists have the 
flexibility to build an advocacy strategy that maximizes their 
assets and expected gains by avoiding unnecessary conflict 
by considering the influence of competing groups. Lobby- 
ists avoid venues where their opponents are strong and 
engage in low-cost lobbying tactics in venues where pres- 
sure from members and lawmakers demand that they lobby 
but prospects for success are dim. Lobbying, like most other 
types of political decisions, is strategic in that expectation of 
behavior by peers shapes and constrains the decisions made 
and the tactics selected. 

The analysis of venue shopping provides evidence of a set 
of factors influencing lobbying decisions often missed in lob- 
bying research. The effect of the group context, meaning the 
behavior of other interest groups, is seen in the results 
reported above. If interest groups are truly strategic actors, as 
they appear to be, then opponents' and allies' policy prefer- 
ences and strateg~es should shape their decisions. Instead of 
lobbying full-force when their opponents are strong, they 
revert to posturing to please their members but not waste 
resources. Research on the behavior of members of Congress 
has advanced the notion of the "sophisticated voter" (Dowms 
1957; Krehbiel 1987), who votes in committee with an eye 
toward the distribution of preferences on the floor. The need 
for more research on "sophisticated" decisionmaking by 
organized interests and their lobbyists seems clear. 



The results reported here also add a new twist to the 
debate over whether interest groups lobby their friends, 
enemies, or fence-sitters (see Austen-Smith and Wright 
1994, 1996; Baumgartner and Leech 1996). Although I 
have not posed a direct test of this question, my results sug- 
gest that interest groups may concentrate their efforts in a 
venue, or venues, where the array of players is more sym- 
pathetic. In unfriendly venues, interest groups may engage 
in pro-forma lobbying, reserving their greatest efforts for 
venues in which the cards are not stacked against them. 

Future research along these lines needs to strive for gen- 
eralizability across issues and policy domains. It may be that 
policy domains and issues less contentious than Gramm- 
Leach-Bliley in the financial services arena are less likely to 
elicit strategic multi-venue lobbying activity (see King 
1997). The central difficulty with replicating these results 
on a larger scale across policy domains is largely one of data 
collection, a formidable task. So far only Heinz et al. (1993) 
have been able to mount such an effort, although new 
efforts appear to be underway (see Leech et al. 2002). Fur- 
ther research of this type appears to be the most promising 
key to unlocking the strategies and influences of Washing- 
ton lobbyists. 
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